
Supercharging the climate conversation: 

Supercharging climate conversations 

among young people

A guide for media

9 out of 10 young people care about the climate crisis but only a third 

are talking about it with their friends, according to Virgin Media O2‘s 

new research in partnership with environmental charity Global Action 

Plan.

There are major barriers preventing young people from speaking 

up about their climate concern, including a lack of diverse or 

relatable role models; a misconception that their peers don‘t care as 

much as they do; and conversations about climate change feeling 

overwhelming. 

The tips and tactics overleaf are designed to help the media engage 

young people with the climate conversation.
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Supercharging the climate conversation: 

Tip 1: Use diverse and ‘unexpected’ 
spokespeople 

Young people said they would be more motivated to join 
the climate conversation if they saw more ‘people like them’ 
speaking up about climate change (with only 16% of our youth 
poll respondents saying that current spokespeople were 
‘highly relatable’).

• Take the time to understand your audience’s interests to 

know what messages will resonate with them and from 

whom 

• Consider relatable spokespeople: relevant celebrities, 

younger ambassadors who speak the same language as 

them, or people who don’t usually talk about climate change 

but could normalise the conversation. Men also wanted to 

see more men speaking up about climate change

• Spotlight stories from those least represented but most 

affected by climate change, as their voices/stories will be 

more authentic

Tip 2: Watch the jargon; being human is more 
important than being an expert

Young people are aware of the overall gravity of the climate 
crisis, but scientific statistics and terminology can make 
the message unrelatable and disengaging. This adds to 
their feelings of overwhelm, not knowing where to start, 
or needing to be ‘an expert’ to engage in the climate 
conversation. 

• Find ways to connect the climate crisis to young people’s 

social reality, using language that ‘people like them’ use

• Tell human stories that are emotionally honest and authentic, 

and paint a picture of how the problem relates to young 

people’s day-to-day lives

• Youth focus group participants believed social justice issues 

like Black Lives Matter were more successful than the climate 

change movement because they focussed on people they 

could see and relate to

Tip 3: Bring the content to the audience

Focus group participants, particularly men, felt reluctant to 
seek out climate change content online but said they would 
engage with it if it was more visible to them. 

• Consider ways to share content on climate change on 

channels where Gen Z already congregate

• A popular solution to this challenge was having climate 

conversations come up on young people’s social feeds via 

influencers they admired (typically musicians and footballers) 

— rather than requiring them to seek out a channel or 

platform specifically about sustainability

Tip 4: Use video content for deeper interaction

Our analysis of social media conversations showed the 
format of climate content affected post engagement. A 
sample of 4,150 comments across 100 top posts showed 
that video earns more conversation than still images (61% 
video vs. 39% stills), for which engagement is more passive. 

• Tell authentic stories through video to create a deeper, more 

engaged response

• Utilise the best-performing video features on Gen Z 

platforms, like short-form video content on TikTok or reels on 

Instagram

Tip 5: Reframe individual action to demonstrate 
impact

Climate conversations that only focus on individual action 
risk leaving young people feeling helpless, excluded or 
frustrated, especially when there is no clear evidence of how 
their actions make a difference. 

• Conversations need to allow space for exploring how lifestyle 

choices link to climate change, and which actions can 

genuinely make a difference

• If individual action is the centre of the narrative, it needs to be 

supported with relatable, real life examples of how it makes 

an impact



Tip 8: Simple (and sourced) facts and graphics 
promote sharing 

A key barrier to engaging in climate conversations was 
young people’s fear of judgement, stemming from feeling 
like they didn’t know enough about climate change, or the 
potential backlash they believed they’d receive for sharing 
misinformation. 

• Be transparent and ensure sources are cited properly when 

sharing facts on social posts. This takes the responsibility 

away from the individual who shared it 

• Facts, infographics and short action-driven content are more 

readily absorbed and shared by young people

• Short fact-based content with credible suorces cited will 

reassure young people that they won’t receive backlask for 

“getting it wrong” 
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Engaging the next generation with climate change

Tip 6: Provide tips and routes for face-to-face 
chats 

Focus group participants agreed that if their friends started 
talking about climate change more, they would feel braver to 
speak up themselves. They believed in-person conversations 
were a more comfortable starting point, offering a safer space 
to open up about controversial subjects. 

• Include discussion points on climate change content, as a 

way to break down the topic into more accessible chunks 

and encourage further conversation

• Normalise climate conversations by showcasing celebrities, 

influencers or spokespeople having their own discussions. 

This also provides young people with a framework to work 

from 

Tip 7: Leverage the power of the topical, 
tangible and trending

According to social listening data, conversations around 
climate change are often prompted by environmental news 
and topical documentaries. Articles and news were also 
cited as helpful entry points, demonstrating the media’s 
power of influencing climate conversations.

• Take advantage of trending topics as a way to stimulate 

conversations

• Encourage further discussion through webinars or interviews 

with directors, authors, or other relatable spokespeople

Tip 9: Inspire action by showing collective 
caring

While most young people are concerned about climate 
change, they do not believe that their peers care as much as 
they do. Previous research by Global Action Plan has shown 
this misconception can prevent individuals taking action. 

• Emphasise community when talking about climate change 

and climate actions so that young people feel connected and 

supported rather than isolated

• Young people also felt that the media’s common “doom and 

gloom” narrative gives the impression no one is taking action

• Spotlighting positive stories of people tackling climate 

change can have a multiplier effect and demonstrates the 

collective power young people need to see to know they are 

not alone in their concerns

Tip 10: Encourage progress, not perfection

Another barrier to young people speaking up about climate 
change was a feeling that they were being hypocritical if they 
don’t live sustainably in every aspect of their life. 

• Reinforce the message that you don’t need to be perfect , 

and that any contribution or action can make a difference

• Highlight the everyday changemakers who are making 

relatable and realistic sustainable lifestyles choices to 

young people. This could help inspire young people to make 

changes to their own lives




